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Answer: C

QUESTION: 103
Which product feature can be leveraged to perform archival of historic email messages from
restored back-up tapes in response to a legal discovery request?

A. EmailXtract's archive task
B. EmailXtract's analysis task
C. EmailXtender's search client
D. EmailXaminer's message review function

Answer: A

QUESTION: 104
A bank made the decision to sample 100% of all email from all 1000 reviewed users. Each user
receives on average 50 email messages per day. What are two organizational costs associated
with supervising all email messages? (Choose two.)

A. This requires the bank to retain 50,000 messages per day in the email archive.
B. This requires the bank to modify the EmailXaminer lexicons on a monthly basis.
C. This requires the banks reviewers to review 50,000 messages on average per day.
D. This requires the bank to keep all email messages in SQL for the length of the review
period.

Answer: CD

QUESTION: 105
EmailXtract has been implemented using both the shortcut and delete tasks. How can a deleted
message be restored?

A. The administrator can perform an Archive Restore task from the EmailXtender
Administrator.
B. The user can select the "Restore All" checkbox and then perform a search using the Search
Plug-In.
C. The user can restore a message from the Search Plug-In by using the "Copy Message to
Folder" function.
D. The administrator can restore a message by running an EmailXtract Search task with the
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"Restore Message" checkbox enabled.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 106
A company has used EmailXtender and EmailXaminer in production for three years. The
company's compliance officer wants to identify messages that may violate a new trading policy
regarding insider information. The existing lexicon has been modified to identify suspect
content. What is a valid way to mark these messages during compliance operations?

A. create an Alert Notification based upon the new lexicon
B. create an Exception Report base upon the SMTP origination source
C. create a reviewer action called "May Violate Insider Information Rules"
D. create a report based upon the attributes of an Insider Information message

Answer: C

QUESTION: 107
How can you verify EmailXaminer has sample settings that meet current business objectives?

A. check the results of a configuration report
B. check the results of a sample group report
C. check the Settings dialog from the Options menu
D. check the Properties tab of the current sample set

Answer: A

QUESTION: 108
The compliance officer of a company is responsible to ensure that EmailXaminer reviewers are
reviewing their sample sets within their review period. Which EmailXaminer feature could be
used to achieve this?

A. Send Alert Mail
B. Review Task Forwarding
C. Expired Sample Set report
D. Administrator notification service
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 109
Which statement is true when a customer is using lexicon weighted sampling and the resulting
SaMSet is less than the target size?

A. The SaMSet is left alone.
B. A new SaMSet is generated.
C. Messages are re-evaluated by the lexicon and stronger percentage messages are added.
D. Additional candidate messages are randomly sampled and added to the SaMSet until the
target size is reached.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 110
What needs to be done to authorize certain users to search and view messages of other selected
users?

A. add users to the local administrator group
B. assign supervisor permissions to the user's mailbox
C. create a supervisor group and add the appropriate users
D. add those users to the ExAdmin group on the EmailXtender server

Answer: C
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